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last time we did  
the basics…

let’s look at some 
more advanced stuff



quick poll:
[ ] who has laser cut before? 
[ ] who has 3D printed before? 
[ ] who has done some basic electronics (Arduino) 
[ ] who has used OpenCV or other computer vision?



how does 
a laser cutter work?







focused!
defocused : /

too little power for cutting

distance of sheet to lens is important  
(focal length of lens)



relationship 
between power and speed?



if we increase speed, do we get more of less power?

<30 second brainstorming>



if we go faster
the laser spends less time on a single spot
-> less power



laser features #1:

engraving…



linkages 



linkages 

how it works::
use grayscale image
darker areas get more deeply engraved 
= relief effect



linkages 

select ‘deep engraving’ in material database



linkages 

raster / vector mode::
• raster: line by line pixel engraving (use b/w images) 
• vector: move along a line and cut (red lines for cutting)



linkages 

raster mode::



linkages 

vector mode::



linkages can we laser engrave 3D reliefs?

<30 second brainstorming>



linkages 

can we laser engrave 3D reliefs?
no, they are made with a different type of machine. 
• two lasers from different sides aim at the same spot. 
• where they interfere, the power is high enough to 

break the glass and create a ‘dot’.

laser 1

laser 2



laser features #2:

joints:
creating 3D objects

note to myself:
turn on strip heater



finger joints::



5mm

5mm

will this fit?

<30 second brainstorming>



5mm -> 5.2mm

5mm

no, it will not fit. 
it will be very loose. 

material evaporates during cutting.
you need to make the joint larger than the gap



http://boxdesigner.connectionlab.org/



replace 3D print with laser cut 2D plates:

[Beyer, Chen, Mueller, Baudisch: Platener, CHI 2015]







segmentation into plates



plate-joint graph





any other problems when laser cutting this?

<30 second brainstorming>



3mm

z = 3mm

your gap will not be straight

it actually matters  
in which direction you assemble your joints!

focus is on top of the workpiece



3mm

z = 3mm your gap

would this be any better if you put z = 1.5mm?

<30 second brainstorming>

draw the shape of the resulting gap.



3mm

z = 3mm your gap

3mm

z = 1.5mm your gap

well, a bit maybe… direction doesn’t matter anymore,
but there’s no way to get the cut perfectly straight



lot’s of other connection joints….



lock in place::



slide to lock::
gravity or other force holds it



laser features #3:

bending



living hinges::



bend acrylic::
to bend acrylic use a heatgun 

or strip heater



part of pset step 1:
let’s practice it now…



using a heat gun:
• heat needs time to sink through the sheet 
• flip the sheet from time to time to heat from both sides 
• if you are too far away, it never gets hot enough 
• if you are too close, you get heat bubbles



using a heat gun:
• every table gets 1 sheet (only the thin sheets) 
• put the heat plates under so you don’t burn the table 
• it helps to have it hang over the table on one side



<5 min>
let’s do this.

heat gun strip heater



laser features #4:

other ways to make 3D



stacking::
connector 

clamp 



intersecting::



surface folding::



laser features #5:

moving parts



linkages 

gears & linkages::



tips & tricks:

line color…



laser cuts colors in order from top to bottom:
black first, then red, green, yellow



vs. 

which one is better and why?

<30 second brainstorming>



what laser cutters exist?



 industrial laser cutter 
 $20k - 50k



 consumer laser cutters  
 $3,000 (e.g., GlowForge)



 hacker laser cutters < $1,000



water pump under the desk!



 MicroSlice ca. $200
 Arduino, super low-power laser 
 (cuts paper and makes light engravings)



coding for laser cutters



LAOS board
(open source controller board)

https://redmine.laoslaser.org/projects/laos/wiki/SimpleCode

https://redmine.laoslaser.org/projects/laos/wiki/SimpleCode


[Eickhoff, Mueller, Baudisch CHI 2016]





gcode::
most widely used programming language for 
controlling industrial machines such as mills, lathes 
and cutters as well as 3D-printers

G1 X0 Y0 Z3 F500

https://www.norwegiancreations.com/2015/08/an-intro-to-g-code-and-
how-to-generate-it-using-inkscape/

move

coordinates
speed

focus



draw on the workpiece 
with a laser pointer

[Mueller, Lopes, Baudisch UIST 2012]



[Mueller, Lopes, Baudisch UIST 2012]





advanced tricks
with defocused laser



focused laser

lens

defocused laser

[Mueller, Kruck, Baudisch, LaserOrigami CHI 2013]



focused laser

lens

laser cutting: our idea: bending

defocused laser

[Mueller, Kruck, Baudisch, LaserOrigami CHI 2013]



[Mueller, Kruck, Baudisch, LaserOrigami CHI 2013]



[Mueller, Kruck, Baudisch, LaserOrigami CHI 2013]



[Mueller, Kruck, Baudisch, LaserOrigami CHI 2013]



[Mueller, Kruck, Baudisch, LaserOrigami CHI 2013]





[Umapathi, Chen, Mueller,  
Seufert, Wall, Baudisch, UIST 2015]

LaserStacker
locally welding  
multiple sheets together



[Umapathi, Chen, Mueller, Seufert, Wall, Baudisch, UIST 2015]



[Umapathi, Chen, Mueller, Seufert, Wall, Baudisch, UIST 2015]





 lens array: locally melting with defocused laser
[Mike Sinclair]



 haptic features, e.g. a mini keyboard
[Mike Sinclair]



allright,
it’s christmas time…



 grab a goody bag from us



 contains all materials for pset1 + a micro-controller



until wednesday (in addition to HW1):
• setup your micro-controller on your computer (HW2) 
• connect your micro-controller to wifi (HW3) 
• ca. 2-3 hours



 check the class website for a tutorial on how-to
 + go to Jared’s tuesday office hour if you have problems



let’s take a 5 minute break!
fill out the IDC Form if you haven’t done it:

• shoutkey.com/yellow

affiliation: IDC related class  
(any of the otherlisted classes work)



end.


